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Class Announcements
1. Collect your Midterm1 graded exams and 

Programming Assignment 1 grade sheet with 
feedback from me now if  you have not already 
done so.

2. If  you have not finished atleast 2 bombs 
already, this is high time you put more effort 
into Programming Assignment 1



Class Announcements
Looking for Project Partners for P3?
One Student I know who has got 
permission for extended deadlines is 
looking for Project Partners. Let me know 
after class if  you want to pair up.



Class Announcements
Student Note Takers needed.
Students who are looking for an easy way to earn some extra money should read this email. The McBurney Center is recruiting a paid notetaker for your CS/ECE354 class. You'll receive a stipend of  about $30 per credit for notes provided for the entire duration and scope of  the class. No extra time outside of  class is required, except for a short orientation for new notetakers. Detailed instructions will be on the NotetakerInformation Form you'll get from the McBurney student as soon as you are hired.
If  interested, make copies of  sample notes from the last lecture and email or submit them to me as soon as possible. Make sure you include your name, phone number and email address with your sample notes. If  your notes are selected, you will be contacted directly by the student who needs the notetaker.



Lecture Overview
1. Memory Hierarchy
2. Locality of  Reference
3. Cache Organization
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Memory Hierarchy
Name Approx. Size Approx. Latency

Registers <1KB <1 nano secs
Cache <10MB 1ns-20 nano secs

DRAM 1-2GB per chip 50-100 nano secs
Local Flash 

Disks
8-16GB per chip 10-100 micro 

secs
Local Magnetic 

Disks
2-4TB 1-10 milli secs

Remote Storage
Services

Several TBs Depends on the 
network



Memory Hierarchy Table from CSAPP Textbook

























Example Programs
int sumvec(int v[N]){

int i, sum = 0;
for(i=0;i<N;i++){

sum += v[i];
return sum;

}
Stride-k reference pattern: accesses kth element of  a 
contiguous array every time
Array Copy Example Program from 1st lecture


